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The Dornier Do 24 was a  broad-beamed hull flying boat  designed to per-
form  reconaissance, bomber, maritime patrol , search and rescue duties.  
Developed by Dornier as replacement of the old “Wal”, the new Do-24 was 
characterized by a power plant of three 940 HP Bramo wing-mounted radial 
engines. The solution adopted, much more modern and reliable than (...)
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No 1334 No 2724
MB 326K Impala Douglas P-70 A/S

1:72 scale 1:48 scale

Flat Light Gray
4765AP

Flat Dark Green
4726AP

Metal Flat Gun Metal
4681AP

Flat Black
4768AP

suggested ITALERI ACRYLIC PAINT:
suggested ITALERI ACRYLIC PAINT:
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Flat Nocciola Chiaro
4643AP

SUPER DECAL SHEET 4 versions Decals for 4 versions
Coloured Instruction sheet

The Douglas P-70 night fighter was derived from the fa-
mous and popular light bomber, middle-mounted wings, 
A-20 Havoc, produced in large numbers by the American 
company Douglas during World War II. The first units of 
the night fighter had been delivered in the second half 
of 1942 to meet the need for a long-range fighter (...)

The Macchi MB-326 was developed during the 50s and 
it has been conceived as a two-seat  trainer to equip 
the Italian Air Force. MB-326 was powered by an English 
Bristol Siddley Viper  non-afterburning turbojet engine 
with low air-intakes in the wing roots. Thanks to the ef-
fectiveness of the concept (...)

No 12007 1:48 scale

Spitfire Mk. lX Turbo My First Model Kit

complete 
set for adults 

and teens with 
downloadable 
video tutorial 

to approach the 
modelling 

worldThe box contains an unassembled 
plastic model kit and includes 
plastic cement, paint, brush, 
sprue cutter, precision tweezers 
curved, file, illustrated multilingual 
istruction and decal sheets needed 
to complete the model.

With videotutorial 
for building and 
painting step by step
your first model kit!
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No 3889 No 3890
Truck Rubber Tyres Trailer Rubber Tyres

1:24 scale 1:24 scale
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8 RUBBER TYRES 
IN ONE BOX

No 3885 1:24 scale

Cargo Trailer
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The Main Battle Tank Leopard, entered service in the mid-60s, has been 
the “backbone” of the Federal Republic of Germany armored units during 
the cold war. The Leopard role was critical : it would have to face the huge 
masses of tanks could be deployed by Warsaw Pacts armies. Thanks to its 
10 cylinders, 37,4 litres,  engine, it was able to reach 65 Km/h (...) The hologram includes the sequence number 

assigned to each box as a guarantee of 
limited edition. 

The glorius Italeri models are back!
In a certified limited edition.
Untraceable but still in the modellers hearts
they have been reproduced with

the same box and with the 
original sprues of the first 
version released in 1976!

No 224 Leopard 1A4 1:35

2500
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No 6515 1:35 scale

T - 136 Tracks for M108/M109 series 

Decals for 2 versions
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